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Abstract: Research on Football 5-a-side for blind people is usually informative and does not often
consider sports performance analysis. This study aimed to verify the existing differences between
the 2014 World Championship of Fa5 and the 2016 Paralympic Games, analyzing the action for an
effective game, the throws to the goal. For this purpose, a total of 52 matches were analyzed and the
statistical analysis unit was all the throws made to the goal during the game (n = 2.227). A descriptive
and differential analysis was made between the variables proposed in the study considering the type
of competition. The results show the existence of differences between the championships, analyzed
explicitly through the variables: Championship phases, Throwing moment, Match status, Starting zone,
and Throwing result, as well as the variables Progression type, Throwing zone, Striking situation, Corporal
zone, and Striking type. These results highlighted that teams played differently but also set game
trends and styles for future competitions.

Keywords: football; shot; adapted sport; performance indicator

1. Introduction

Paralympic sports have significantly evolved in recent years. Currently, there are
20 Paralympic sports, including Football 5-a-side (henceforth Fa5), an exclusive modality
for blind or visually impaired people [1]. It has become one of the most popular sports
within this community. This popularity is also reflected in the number of publications about
it. However, current Fa5 studies in the literature tend to be informative, but often do not
consider the study of the sports performance analysis [2]. Existing work on performance
analysis focuses on the design and validation of an observation instrument to understand
competitive performance indicators through expert judges [3]. They also describe the
training process and evaluate the inter-observer reliability of the coders participating in
the study [4]. Another study on Fa5 focuses on the 2014 World Championship. The Fa5,
different from other sports, focuses on low scores in terms of types of advances, blocks, and
game systems [5], and is played outdoors to provide the athletes with optimal acoustics.
It is played by two teams of five players (one goalkeeper and four field players) and
has become one of the most popular sports among this population. Additionally, some
studies analyze the internal and external loads during competition of Fa5 through the use
of inertial devices [6,7]. However, no studies have analyzed the evolution of the game
between different championships.

Match analysis has had a growing importance in providing relevant information
for coaches and sports scientists [8]. In the scientific literature, studies have analyzed
the performance of non-disabled football players at different competitive levels. Some
studies have tried to identify the game styles in men’s football World Cups such as the U.S.,
1994 [9], France, 1998 [10], Korea/Japan, 2002 [11], Germany, 2006 [12] and Brazil, 2014 [13].
The evolution of the game between different World Cups has also been analyzed [14,15].
Some studies have also studied women’s soccer, such as the 1999 U.S. World Cup [16].
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These studies have tried to identify how situational variables influence game performance.
In the competition phases, the team’s performance has been analyzed during the group
phase of the UEFA Champions League competition in the 2009–2010 season [17], as well
as exclusively in the semifinals and finals of the European and World Championships
between 1982 and 2010 [18] to determine the differences between championships.

Similarly, there is a study that analyzed the matches in a competition during the
2009 to 2013 seasons to identify the influence of different situational variables on per-
formance indicators and the results obtained [19]. Situational variables are frequently
analyzed [20,21], including the observed score or the kind of competition [22] as well as
match status (whether the team wins, ties or loses) [23,24]. Other works also analyze vari-
ables focused on the game, such as the end zones [25], the actions in attack situations [26]
and processes or game models [27].

The literature shows that performance in football is the result of a complex interaction
of multiple variables [28]. Therefore, when analyzing the performance indicators applied
in team sports, it is necessary to know the logic of the game through technical-tactical
factors [29,30]. These allow the scientific analysis of the sports performance for the progress
of the contextual knowledge of the game to improve future results [31]. Therefore, the
term “performance indicator” does not apply to any variable, but only to those already
confirmed as valid measures of an essential aspect of sports performance analysis and
which, likewise, have an objective measurement procedure, a known measurement scale,
and an adequate interpretation [32]. This knowledge allows coaches to have a precise
understanding of the game [30–33] and extracts relevant information regarding the reality
of the specific context to be investigated [34].

To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies analyzing multiple competitions
through Fa5 performance indicators. Thus, given the lack of scientific literature related to
sports performance indicators in Fa5, which allows characterizing the object of the study
modality, the need to increase knowledge in this field using similar conventional football
studies arises. Hence, this study aimed to check whether there are differences in perfor-
mance indicators between the 2014 Fa5 World Championship and the 2016 Paralympic
Games to determine the game’s evolution, as well as to determine whether the teams
have changed their game patterns regarding the action that makes it possible to assess the
effectiveness: the goal throws.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design

The design of this research was quantitative empirical; it used an arbitrary code
of observation and was developed in the natural environment with a descriptive and
longitudinal nature since comparisons are made between different competitions [35].

2.2. Sample

Fifty-two matches corresponding to all the games played during the 2014 World Fa5
Championship (n = 34), held in Japan, and the 2016 Paralympic Games, held in Brazil,
in the Fa5 modality (n = 18) were analyzed. The statistical analysis unit was configured
with all goal throws during the match. The total number of registered throws was 2.227,
with 67.22% from the 2014 World Championship (n = 1.497), and 32.78% from the 2016
Paralympic Games (n = 730). Teams participating in the 2014 World Cup were: Germany,
Argentina, Brazil, China, Colombia, South Korea, Spain, France, Paraguay, Japan, Morocco,
and Turkey. Teams participating in the 2016 Paralympic Games were: Argentina, Brazil,
China, Spain, Iran, Morocco, Mexico, and Turkey. Additionally, the study was approved
by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) and by the Institutional Review Board
(Universidad de Extremadura, Reg. Code 67/2017).
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2.3. Variables

The independent study variable was Type of competition (World Cup 2014 and Para-
lympic Games 2016). Dependent variables used in this research were the usual ones in
recent studies based on the observational methodology in Fa5 [4–36]. This research used
situational variables such as “Goal throwing in the game” and “Result”, which constitute the
block I of the IOLF5C instrument, designed and validated to determine the competitive
performance indicators in Fa5 [3,4]. In other words, category systems were used to register
each of the variables. Table 1 lists the variables used in the study of the sports performance
indicators in Fa5.

Table 1. Variables involved in Fa5 research.

Type of Variables Categorical Core

Independent Competition Type Championship

Dependents

Situational variables

Championship phases
Throwing moment

Match status
Final result

Variables of goal throwing in
game

Starting zone
Progression type
Throwing zone

Striking situation
Use of blocking

Throwing opposition
Corporal zone
Striking type

Efficiency variable Throwing result

2.4. Procedure

All matches of both competitions were videotaped for further analysis. This action
required a coder training process to ensure that the data collected were valid and reliable.
There was an improvement in concordance between coders during the Fa5 training process,
with inter-observer reliability using Cohen’s Kappa greater than 0.85 in all variables [4–36].
The data obtained by coders show substantial levels of validity and reliability, and therefore
can be applied in research focusing on observational analysis of Fa5 [4]. After the coder
training, all game throws of both championships were individually (n = 2.227) recorded,
obtaining all the registers for the corresponding analysis.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

First, a descriptive analysis (frequencies and percentages) of all categorical variables
of the study was performed. Additionally, the nature of the data analyzed, categorical
variables, required the use of non-parametric models. Thus, the estimation of the associa-
tion among variables was made with Chi-squared (χ2) and Cramer’s Phi coefficient (ϕc) [37].
The level of association of Cramer’s ϕc was interpreted using the proposal of Crosstabs
Command [38]. The interpretation of the degree of association among the variables used
Adjusted Standardised Residues (ASR) from the Crosstabs Command, resulting from relat-
ing the independent variables (Type of competition) with the study’s dependent variables
(Situational, Goal throwing in game and Efficacy), allowing a precise interpretation of the
relationship existing between variables [39].

3. Results

First of all, the results to identify the differences between both championships in the
variables analyzing the game are shown (Table 2).
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Table 2. Relationship between the “Competition type” variable and the dependent variables.

Competition Type

Variables χ2 gl. Sig. ϕc Sig. Association
Level

Championship
phases 173.344 5 0.000 * 0.279 0.000 Low

Throwing
moment 19.155 10 0.038 * 0.093 0.038 Small

Match status 8.472 2 0.014 * 0.062 0.014 Small
Final result 5.833 2 0.054 0.051 0.054 —

Starting zone 15.683 3 0.001 * 0.084 0.001 Small
Progression type 97.169 2 0.000 * 0.209 0.000 Low
Throwing zone 127.285 3 0.000 * 0.239 0.000 Low

Striking
situation 51.006 3 0.000 * 0.151 0.000 Low

Use of blocking 6.688 4 0.151 0.054 0.153 —
Throwing
opposition 4.367 4 0.359 0.044 0.359 —

Corporal zone 28.077 2 0.000 * 0.112 0.000 Low
Striking type 33.984 4 0.000 * 0.124 0.000 Low

Throwing result 11.169 4 0.025 * 0.071 0.025 Small
* p < 0.05; association level [37].

The results indicate an existing relationship between the Competition Type variable
and the variables proposed in the study, with a small association level in the variables:
Championship Phases, Throwing Moment, Match Status, Starting Zone and Throwing Result.
Moreover, there are variables related to a low association degree such as: Progression type,
Throwing zone, Striking situation, Corporal zone and Striking type. There is no meaningful
relationship between the Competition type and the Final result, Use of blocking, and Throwing
opposition variables. Descriptive results are introduced using figures and the Crosstabs
Command to read these differences.

3.1. Situational Variables

The differences between championships in situational variables were identified among
Championship phases, Throwing moment, and Match status. Figure 1 indicates the descriptive
results in percentages of goal throwing in the game of each championship, according to the
Championship phases established in the Fa5 competition guidelines. The total distribution
of throws made during a championship can be seen in each column of the figure. The
percentage of throws made at each stage of the championships is shown in each row.
Finally, the significant differences between the championships analyzed are described.

A higher probability than expected of more goal throws conducted during the Quar-
terfinals Phase during the World Cup (ASR = 9.4), was identified, compared to a higher
probability of throwing during the Qualifying Phase of the Paralympic Games (ASR = 9.5).

Figure 2 shows the descriptive results in percentages of goal throws during the
different throwing moments of the analyzed competitions. There are also significant
differences between the championships analyzed.
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It shows a higher probability than expected during the World Cup, with a more
significant number of goal throws at the beginning of the Second half, specifically between
the minutes 25:01 and 30:00 (ASR = 2.4), as well as a greater probability of goal throws in
Extra time (ASR = 2.1). At the Paralympic Games, there was a greater likelihood of goal
throwing at the end of the First half (20:01–25:00) (ASR = 2.1).

Table 3 shows the descriptive results and the ASRs of the situational variable Match
status of the Fa5 study.
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Table 3. Descriptive results and the ASRs of the match status variable.

Variable
Competition Type

2014 World Cup 2016 Paralympic Games

n % ASR n % ASR

Match
status

Winner 266 17.8 −2.9 167 22.9 2.9
Loser 227 15.2 0.1 110 15.1 −0.1

Tie 1004 67.1 2.3 453 62.1 −2.3
ASR > |1.96|.

The results show that there are differences between the Match status and the Competition
type. It was more likely than expected for teams to have a tie during the World Cup when
throwing to the goal (ASR = 2.3), compared to the Paralympic Games where most of the
teams’ goal throws were the winning ones (ASR = 2.9).

3.2. Goal throwing Variables

Table 4 shows the descriptive results and the ASRs of the Goal throwing variables in the
game of the Fa5 study.

Table 4. Descriptive results and ASRs of the goal throwing variables in game of the Fa5 study.

Variables
Competition Type

2014 World Cup 2016 Paralympic Games

n % ASR n % ASR

Starting zone

Defensive zone 420 28.1 −1.8 232 31.8 1.8
Pre-defensive zone 303 20.2 1.1 134 18.4 −1.1
Pre-offensive zone 375 25.1 3.4 * 136 18.6 −3.4 *

Offensive zone 399 26.7 −2.3 * 228 31.2 2.3 *

Progression
type

Combinatorial 159 10.6 −2.5 * 104 14.2 2.5 *
Direct 318 21.1 −8.7 * 283 38.8 8.7 *
Fast 1020 68.1 9.6 * 343 47.0 −9.6 *

Throwing
zone

Defensive zone 37 2.5 0.6 15 2.1 −0.6
Pre-defensive zone 36 2.4 −0.3 19 2.6 0.3
Pre-offensive zone 392 26.2 11.2 * 45 6.2 −11.2 *

Offensive zone 1032 68.9 −10.4 * 651 89.2 10.4 *

Striking
situation

Pass-control-throwing 74 4.9 −2.6 * 56 7.7 2.6 *
Pass-throwing 50 3.3 −5.5 * 64 8.8 5.5 *

Conduction-throwing 1275 85.2 6.7 * 536 73.4 −6.7 *
Others 98 6.5 −3.0 * 74 10.1 3.0 *

Corporal
zone

Right foot 1117 74.6 −5.3 * 617 84.5 5.3 *
Left foot 316 21.1 4.9 * 92 12.6 −4.9 *
Others 64 4.3 1.6 21 2.9 −1.6

Striking type

Inner foot 336 23.1 −4.6 * 236 32.3 4.6 *
Instep-toe 987 65.9 2.4 * 439 60.6 −2.4 *
Outer foot 29 1.9 2.8 * 3 0.4 −2.8 *

Heel 1 0.1 −1.8 3 0.4 1.8
Others 134 9.0 2.3 * 45 6.2 −2.3 *

* ASR > |1.96|.

There are differences regarding the throwing’s starting zone. During the World Cup,
there was a higher probability than expected that teams would initiate actions before
throwing to the goal in the Pre-Offensive Zone (ASR = 3.4). However, in the Paralympic
Games, the starting zone was the Offensive Zone (ASR = 2.3).

Furthermore, the Progression type towards the goal also shows differences in both
championships. The results show a higher probability than expected for the progression
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type to be fast during the World Cup (ASR = 9.6), while at the Paralympic Games, teams
used a direct attack to throw to the goal (ASR = 8.7), and with combinatorial actions
(ASR = 2.5).

As for the Throwing zone, there are also differences in both championships. During the
World Cup, teams started their moves in the Pre-offensive zone (ASR = 11.2), while at the
Paralympic Games they started their moves in the Offensive zone (ASR = 10.4).

Likewise, there are differences between the Striking Situation and the Competition
Type. World Cup teams were more likely than expected to perform conduction-throwing
(ASR = 6.7), while during the Paralympic Games they tended to perform passing actions,
specifically pass-throwing (ASR = 5.5) and pass-control-throwing (ASR = 2.6), as well as other
actions before the goal strike situation (ASR = 3.0).

Regarding the Corporal zone used for goal throwing, there are differences in both
championships. Players were more likely than expected to strike the ball at the goal with
their right foot at the Paralympic Games (ASR = 5.3), while at the World Cup was with
their left foot (ASR = 4.9).

Differences were identified between the championships analyzed concerning the
Striking type. World Cup teams were more likely than expected to kick the ball into
the goal with their instep-toe (ASR = 2.4), outer foot (ASR = 2.8), and other areas (the
goalkeeper’s goal kick with hands or ball rebounds on players) (ASR = 2.3), while during
the Paralympic Games, teams usually hit with the inner foot (ASR = 4.6).

3.3. Efficiency Variable

Descriptive results and ASRs of the efficiency variable in the goal throwing of the Fa5
study are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Descriptive results and ASRs of the efficiency variable.

Variable
Competition Type

2014 World Cup 2016 Paralympic Games

Throwing result n % ASR n % ASR
Success. Goal 32 2.1 −1.1 21 2.9 1.1

Success. Throwing, no
goal with rebound 334 22.3 1.4 147 20.1 −1.4

Failure. Throwing, no
goal and no rebound 560 37.4 −0.8 286 39.2 0.8

Failure. Outside direct 529 35.3 −0.9 269 36.8 0.9
Other throws 42 2.8 2.8 7 1.0 −2.8

ASR > |1.96|.

During the World Cup, there was a higher probability than expected that the result of
goal throwing was through Other throws (ASR = 2.8), i.e., with bouncing throws on the side,
or intentionally, as a consequence of playing without seeing, which makes it difficult to
control the ball. Figure 3 shows the game evolution during the championships analyzed
through the studied variables allowing us to determine the efficiency of goal throws.
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4. Discussion

This study aimed to determine the evolution of the game between the 2014 World
Championship and the 2016 Paralympic Games in the Fa5 modality, considering the
different sport performance indicators associated with goal throwing in the game. In the
World Cup, Fa5’s teams made the goal throws mainly in the second half, after making a
rapid progression towards the pre-offensive zone, striking the sound ball with the left foot
and with the instep-toe, while during the Paralympic Games, the teams threw at the goal
in the first half, moving the ball into the offensive zone by the pass or pass-control, and
usually kicked the ball with the inside of their right foot.

In the literature, there are works regarding conventional football which analyze the
different variables influencing the competition [13–17] even in other sports such as bas-
ketball [40,41], rugby [42], or volleyball [43]. Additionally, current studies analyze the
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evolution in different championships [10] or competitions [31]. However, the absence
of studies regarding sports performance in Fa5 brings about the need to contrast these
discoveries with regular football and even with other sports contexts where similar method-
ologies have been applied. The results of the descriptive and inferential analysis of both
Fa5 competitions facilitate the collection of relevant information for coaches, allowing them
to plan and propose more appropriate training, as well as to determine which strategies
and tactics should be used during the competitions, and also to understand the evolution
of championships.

As for the situational variables, differences between the analyzed championships
were identified in the Championship phases, Throwing moment and Match status variables.
However, the goal throwing is not influenced by the final result. In other words, there are
no differences between both competitions. Teams that throw to the goal end up winning
the match.

The competition structure conditions the number of throws made in each Champi-
onship phase. In both competitions, there is a group phase, and then it goes through the
eliminatory phases until the final. Goal throws are more significant than expected during
the Quarterfinal Phase of the World Cup, while this considerable number of actions occur
during the Qualifying Phase at the Paralympic Games. Players’ psychology during the
development of matches in the eliminatory phases can affect the match since defeat means
finishing the championship, although performance indicators are optimal [44]. The overall
success or failure in the competition is directly related to the phases that teams ultimately
play, in addition to the final classification. In Fa5, as in conventional football, qualifying
matches can be influenced by playing time, the number of fouls, cards shown [14–30],
corner kicks received [22], and the rhythm of teams and even injuries suffered during
the match. Therefore, Fa5 coaches have to design training tasks where different match
situations are worked on and select the most suitable players to be successful in the crucial
moments of the competition phases.

The Throwing Moment to the goal in game changed in both competitions. During
the World Cup, teams tend to throw more shots into the goal in the second half of the
match, as well as finish the matches in a tie. Additionally, in the eliminatory phases they
tend to play overtime to determine the winner. At the Paralympic Games, teams threw
more shots at the goal during the first half. Teams’ play systems are parameters which can
alter or vary the competition, as this study has shown. For this reason, winning teams set
trends that other teams tend to imitate [9]. It would be advisable to have more dynamic
analyses mainly focused on the playing time and the performance evolution throughout
each match [29]. Sports performance indicators help to detect those trends and provide
a rough understanding of the rival teams’ characteristics. The sport scouting figure is
currently a determinant of success [5] and would help determine the predominant moment
of each team’s goal throws as well as the strategies they use.

Differences in Match status exist between both competitions. During the World Cup,
goal throws predominated when the score situation was a tie, while in the Paralympic
Games, the winning teams threw more at the goal. An intentional or unintentional mistake
can vary the result of the match, forcing the losing team to increase the pressure, and conse-
quently boost the number of errors to try to level and even win the game. In conventional
football, teams that score the most goals are the winners [24]. However, sometimes a tie,
a victory or a defeat can hide clear superiority in the game of one team against the other
that is not reflected in the moment or final result [33]. Scores in Fa5 are often very close,
decided by team faults as a consequence of the characteristics of the sport’s modality, in
which all field players have limited vision, except the goalkeeper. For that reason, game
situations where players are at an advantage or disadvantage in terms of the scoreboard
must be designed to adapt their performances to the different phases of the competition.

Regarding the Final result, there are no differences between both competitions. Teams
that throw the most to the goal end up winning the match. These results corroborate that
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offensive patterns before a goal are altered over time, as in conventional football [18]. It is
necessary then to increase the number of goal actions, throws, to ensure success.

Regarding the variables of goal throwing in the game, differences between the champi-
onships exist in the Starting zone, Progression type, Throwing zone, Striking situation, Corporal zone
and Striking type. There are no differences in the Use of the blocking and Throwing Opposition.

The Starting zone of the goal throwing evolves. During the World Cup, the teams
start their actions in the Pre-offensive Zone prior goal throwing, while in the Paralympic
Games, their actions begin in the Offensive Zone. In other words, two different game
tendencies are identified. Match analysis is a relevant issue for coaches [8–29] and will help
them understand the characteristics of the game at any given time [21] to achieve better
results [24], as well as determine the strengths and weaknesses of the competing teams [9].
Therefore, Fa5 coaches must design variability tasks of starting zones. Furthermore, they
must know how the players perform in the different positions on the field, as well as
the game dynamics of rival teams. This knowledge will allow them to develop more
appropriate training for the demands of each moment and also prepare their teams for the
crucial phases of the competition.

Two Progression types characteristic of each competition were identified. During the
World Cup, the players tended to make Quick progressions in contrast to Direct actions
implemented at the Paralympic Games. These results show that the Fa5 has evolved and
teams are looking for different types of movements. These actions are vital to moving
the ball from one zone or another one on the field towards the end zone. Namely, being
able to reach the opposition area quickly, with finishing options, seems the most advisable
in Fa5, as in conventional football [45]. Additionally, Fa5 players do not use centers as
a means to transport the ball to completion areas, except the goalkeeper. In football, it
is a widespread action [18]. Fast or direct defense–attack transitions in Fa5 are specific
characteristics of the sports modality, being fundamental when it comes to winning the
match, and it is one of the essential elements in each training session. However, Fa5 is
a game where a tight marker predominates, and its dynamics focus on defending and
looking for quick transitions, just like in conventional football. Teams conducting actions
close to the finishing zones and trying to increase the number of throws [24] are the teams
with the best results in competitions and tournaments [13–19]. Fa5 coaches should design
counterattack tasks, as they are more effective than the elaborated attacks [27].

The zone where throws are concluded evolves in the championships since during the
World Cup there is a tendency to complete the actions of goal striking in the Pre-offensive
zone, while at the Paralympic Games it happens in the offensive zone. Teams look for
finishing areas closer to the goal. Throwing actions taking place in the zones next to the
score point (goal or basket) are the most likely to succeed [31]. Teams with the most throws
in the finishing zone are those who tend to be at the top of the leaderboard or pass the
round in tournaments [13,22,45]. Then, causes leading to succeed or fail in the Fa5 are
quantifiable, such as a goal, an expulsion, goal opportunities as well as throws to goal.
Therefore, all parameters influencing success or failure are more important than their
quantity [30].

Preliminary actions performed by Fa5 players before throwing have evolved from
a game based on Conduction-throwing, at the World Cup, to collective actions at the Para-
lympic Games, with Pass-throwing and Pass-control-throwing, as well as other options such
as direct kicks from the goalkeeper to the rival goal. These previous actions are similar
to what happens in football today, where more extended sequences of passes produce
more possession goals than the short ones [9–26] and most goals are produced in group
moves [46]. Fa5 has evolved regarding the control of ball possession, and this shows
that the sports discipline is continuously changing; thus, useful game patterns cannot be
determined. Coaches would have to design training tasks to implement the effective game
sequences of the different championships analyzed.

The Use of the blocking, in both competitions, is similar, predominantly the game With-
out blocking and a few existing with Blocking before throwing. This outcome is a consequence
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of the fast or direct transitions made by the Fa5 players, in an attempt to transfer the ball as
quickly as possible from the defensive zone or recovery zone to the end zone. Therefore,
it is confirmed that teams play mainly with fast or direct transition actions as in conven-
tional football [27]. The opposition before throwing stays stable, with a close opposition.
Namely, when throwing, opponents intend to intercept the action, as in other sports such
as basketball [31] or rugby [42].

There has been an evolution in the Corporal zone used to throw. During the World
Cup, it is more likely to strike the ball with the left foot than at the Paralympic Games. In
conventional football, players who throw penalties with the right leg predominate [47],
as well as during the match [10]. The game situation conditions the leg used to strike
the ball. Therefore, it is recommended to learn how to throw at goal correctly with both
legs in Fa5, giving players greater experience when throwing at the goal regardless of the
field situation.

Likewise, there has been a change in the Striking Type, conditioned by the change in the
gameplay. During the World Cup, striking the ball actions are usually with the Outer foot or
foot instep-toe induced by the time of fast attack with conduction, while in the Paralympic
Games, goal throws are executed with the Inner foot, as combinatorial actions predominate.
Powerful throws characterize both striking resources. These results are similar to those in
the literature regarding the kinematic striking characteristics in football [46]. This is the
case of the study comparing the kinematic differences between strikes by blind and sighted
players, where it describes and corroborates that the instep strike is the most used form in
Fa5 [48] to give power to the ball when aiming the goal. Therefore, coaches have to design
tasks from completion to goal where the ball is struck indistinctly as well as in different
situations close to the conditions of international competitions.

Finally, there are differences in the consequences of throwing to the goal. During the
World Cup, striking produces a wide variety of results, such as throws over the side fences
of the field, to the detriment of the baselines, or error actions during the hit, which are
more frequent than in other football modalities since Fa5 is a sport practiced in the absence
of sight [2]. It is clear that playing without seeing makes it difficult to control the ball, even
if it is audible, as well as having optimal spatial-temporal perception regarding teammates
and opponents. In other words, international Fa5 is a very low scoring sport, where it is
difficult to take the goal as a reference for success in the attacking action, even less than
in conventional football. For this reason, counting the number of goals scored in matches,
despite being a common practice in other sports [9], which allows to determine and predict
the general performance and of teams in particular [18], is not appropriate for the analysis
of sports performance in Fa5. A relevant indicator would be to score first [5–36], among
other reasons, since when the team is losing, goal attempts are reduced [21], not only the
final score [23]. Performance indicators could help to better interpret the final scores in
each match, the classification at the end of the competition, and the reasons for the team’s
success or failure [45].

This type of study about the evolution of Fa5 championships helps determine and
construct a framework of possible effective game patterns [15], as well as the changes in
the playing mode. The game’s evolution has progressed from dominating actions in the
first half to score a goal to dominate the game and the match rhythm. This success occurs
with direct attacks, not with ball control but with passes, which provoke counterattacks.
All this implies that the goal throws are produced with greater control of the action with
the inner foot.

5. Conclusions

An evolution of the game was identified between the 2014 Fa5 World Cup held in
Japan and the 2016 Paralympic Games in Brazil. The teams played differently, but both set
trends and game styles for future competitions.
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The knowledge of the different defensive and offensive patterns allows us to foresee
the evolutionary tendencies of the game and to anticipate decisions regarding the way to
plan the competitions, training methodologies and possible regulatory changes.

Fa5 coaches have to design training tasks where the effective game sequences of the dif-
ferent championships analyzed are applied, specifically scenarios favoring quick situations
after ball recoveries in the areas close to goals to finish with fast or direct progressions.

In this article, the performance indicators of the 2014 Fa5 World Championship and
the 2016 Paralympic Games have been analyzed, as well as the evolution of the teams with
the game patterns and goalkeeping. However, it is necessary to continue researching to
learn about Fa5 in depth with future studies that increase the scientific knowledge of soccer
5. It would be interesting to analyze the injuries of the players, analyze the movement of
the players with GPS and even look into the design of training tasks, as well as the sports
performance indicators in Fa5. For this, it is recommended to use new methodologies
applied in research in sports sciences.
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